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Major Goals:  The goals of the current proposal are to unravel the physics of very-high-Reynolds-number vortex 
dynamics by exploiting a new computational technique called coherent-vorticity-preserving (CvP) large-eddy 
simulation (LES). The CvP-LES technique relies on a very fast evaluation of the local state of spectral broadening 
based on the application of Kolmogorov’s K41 Theory to the filtered enstrophy field. Contrary to popular dynamic 
models, it only requires one additional filtering operation and very minimal memory overhead, requiring the storage 
of one extra three-dimensional field.

Three canonical flow setups are targeted:



(1) Single/Double helical vortices: the dynamics of the breakdown to turbulence and the structure of turbulence 
itself (in the far wake) are investigated spanning a wide range of Reynolds numbers and flow configurations, 
enabled by the CvP-LES methodology. The goals are to find a dimensionless scaling law to collapse the flow 
behavior across the entire parameter space and validate against the experiments by Nemes et al. JFM 2015 and 
Quaranta et al. JFM 2015. This work has been completed and resulted in a JFM paper.



(2) Trefoil knotted vortices: this effort focuses on investigating the effects of the topological complexity of the initial 
vortical configuration, supported by the experimental results by Kleckner and Irvine, Nature Physics 2013, albeit the 
latter being limited in terms of Reynolds numbers. One important unsolved question to consider is the physical 
explanation for the violation of global helicity in this flow.



(3) Vortices under high twist rates exhibit strong instabilities in the form of Writhe and Twist waves. The Purdue 
group is carrying out investigations of this set up supported by experiments and theoretical analysis carried out by 
Prof. Irvine



A new software development goal was set for the performance period, which comprises the creation of a high-order 
adaptive-mesh refinement framework capable of achieving both DNS and scale-adaptive LES. This goal has been 
met in the current period.

Accomplishments:  Goal (1) has been accomplished, and resulted in the following publication:

** Jean-Baptiste Chapelier, Bono Wasistho and Carlo Scalo, Large-Eddy Simulation of temporally developing 
double helical vortices, Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 863, pp. 79-113



Goal (2), focused on trefoil vortices, is still in progress. We are currently revising and extending the following paper:
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*** Xinran Zhao, Zongxin Yu, Jean-Baptiste Chapelier and Carlo Scalo Direct-Numerical and Large-Eddy 
Simulation of Trefoil Knotted Vortices Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 2021, Vol 910, A31



Goal (3), numerical simulation of highly perturbed vortex rings, requires the development of an adaptive-mesh-
refinement code which is now complete. A brand new paper has been published in J. Fluid Mechanics as a result:

*** Xinran Zhao and Carlo Scalo, Helicity dynamics in reconnection events of topologically complex vortex flows 
Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 2021, Vol 920, A3



This paper contains a key analytical contribution, unraveling the fundamental mechanisms linking circulation 
transfer and helicity change.
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regions dominated by large-scale and/or laminar vortical motion. The proposed coherent-vorticity preserving 
(CvP) LES methodology is based on the evaluation of the ratio of the test-filtered to resolved (or grid-filtered) 
enstrophy, sigma. Values of sigma close to 1 indicate low sub-test-filter turbulent activity, justifying local 
deactivation of the SGS dissipation. The intensity of the SGS dissipation is progressively increased for sigma < 1 
which corresponds to a small-scale spectral broadening. The SGS dissipation is then fully activated in developed 
turbulence, sigma = sigma_eq, where the value sigma_eq is derived assuming a Kolmogorov spectrum. The 
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developing double helical vortices via high-fidelity large-eddy simulation (LES) for circulation Reynolds numbers in 
the range Re? =7000–70000, vortex-core radii between rc = 0.06R and 0.2R and helical pitches in the range h = 
0.36R–0.61R, where R is the initial helix radius. The present study achieves three objectives: (i) assess the 
influence of Re?, rc and h on the growth rates of the helical vortex instability driven by mutual inductance; (ii) 
characterize the type of vortex reconnection events that appear during transition; (iii) study the characteristics of 
turbulence in the far wake, and in particular quantify the anisotropy in the flow. The initial transient dynamics is 
conveniently described in terms of the non-dimensional time t? = t? /h2, yielding the dimensionless growth rate of 
?? ? 20 and collapsing of all the LES data for a given rc/h ratio.
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vortex, inspired by the experiments of Kleckner & Irvine (2013). The LES computations are first validated against 
experiments, with the size of computation domain selected according to two point velocity correlations, and the 
methodology is found to capture correctly the vortex entanglement process as well as the subsequent separation 
of the main vortex in two distinct structures - a small and a large vortex - with different self-advection speeds. The 
advection velocity of the vortex before reconnection is found to be independent of the Reynolds number, while 
after separation the small vortex propagates around 2.5 times faster than the large oscillatory structure which 
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Abstract:  This paper investigates pre- and post-reconnection dynamics of a trefoil knotted vortex for circulation-
based Reynolds numbers up to Re = 2 × 105 by means of direct numerical simulation (DNS) and coherent- 
vorticity preserving (CvP) large-eddy simulations (LES). The complete flow evolution is simulated, including the 
turbulence production upon reconnection, subsequent separation into a smaller and a larger vortex ring, and, 
finally, the formation of Kelvin waves. The self-advection velocity of the trefoil before reconnection is found to 
scale with inviscid parameters, whereas vortex propagation speeds after separation retain viscous effects, more 
prominent for the smaller vortex ring; the larger one is responsible for the bulk of the helicity and enstrophy 
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Objectives of ARO Grant no. W911NF-18-1-0045

Grant Objectives At Glance

Thrust 1: Coherent-Vorticity-Preserving
Large-Eddy Simulation

Thrust 2: Large-Scale Adaptive Mesh Refinement 
Direct-Numerical Simulations

Thrust 3: Analytical Modeling of Helicity Production and Destruction Dynamics

Figure 1: Overview of the three main thrusts of this ARO-YIP effort in vortex dynamics.

The main thrusts of this ARO-YIP effort are the development of advanced large-eddy
simulation techniques for vortex-dominated turbulent flows at very high circulation Reynolds
numbers (Thrust 1), an adaptive-mesh-refinement technique for large-scale direct-numerical-
simulations of topologically complex vortices (Thrust 2), and analytical modeling of helicity
annihilation dynamics (Thrust 3).

In the following, we outline the fundamental fluid dynamic questions tackled by this
grant, and the resulting achievements, successes and challenges encountered along the path.

Fundamental Fluid Dynamic Questions Addressed
The complexity of the flows being tackled naturally yields the following fundamental ques-
tions to be addressed. In (Thrust 1): Can a Large-Eddy Simulation technique allows us
to reproduce very high Reynolds number experimental results at a reasonable cost? What
is the mathematical form of the subgrid-scale contribution to helicity production and de-
struction and can LES capture it? In (Thrust 2): What are the dynamics of the turbulent
bursting phenomenon occurring upon vortex entanglement and reconnection, and does their
dependency on the circulation Reynolds number vanish in the inviscid limit? Finally, in
(Thrust 2): what are the fundamental mechanisms underlying helicity production and dis-
sipation? Can they be analytically related to circulation transfer?
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Relevance to the US Army

Figure 2: AVX is currently refin-
ing its proposal for the U.S. Army Fu-
ture Vertical Lift (FVL) aircraft, develop-
ing a Coaxial Compound Helicopter con-
cept shown in figure. Photo courtesy of
http://www.avxaircraft.com.

This ARO effort has allowed us to execute
very-high-Reynolds-number LES simulations
of transitional and turbulent vortex domi-
nated flows of interest to the US Army at a
much lower cost and higher accuracy than be-
fore. This grant has established a new form
of LES methodology, which already provides
computational savings up to 40% compared
to SOTA Dynamics LES models [4]. The PI
commits to assisting in the implementation
of CvP-LES models in similar flow prediction
codes available to the US Army. The first
successful application of such LES technique
has been to double helical vortices, represen-
tative of tip-to-tip vortex interactions, and in-
form the design of coaxial rotors (see figure
2), at flow conditions relevant to the Army [6];
New discoveries into reconnection and entan-
glement events in knotted vortices inform modeling of interactions between coherent vorticity
emanating from different rotating lifting elements of a helicopter (e.g. vorticity from main
blades interacting with stabilizer blades); Another important aspect of the work provides
analytical modeling support for tackles the study of turbulent wakes such as the ones em-
anating from a leading blade onto a following blade, informing the design of multi-blade
rotors and single-blade airfoils.

Figure 3: Highly-turbulent vortex dynamics
in rotor-wake, with a visualization of where
CvP-LES technology can be applied.

The state-of-the-art technology, CvP-
LES, developed under this grant is ready for
implementation into the various Department
of Defense NAVAIR codes such as Kestrel or
Helios from the AV-CREATE software suite.
The addition of CvP to these robust codes
would allow for more accurate calculations
done in the off-body region where large-scale
turbulent dynamics are of great influence.
Using the structured off-body grid, high-
fidelity calculations predicting the temporal
evolution and interactions of rotorcraft wake
could be completed at a much lower cost us-
ing CvP-LES technology. Along with the
vortex-blade interactions within one flight
vehicle, low-cost high-fidelity simulations of

the rotorblade wake are critical when analyzing situations involving closely trailing flight
vehicles, such as compact take-off and landing areas.
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Summary of Publications
This section summarizes the journal articles and conference proceedings published under the
support of this ARO Grant no. W911NF-18-1-0045 in chronological order.

#1: Coherent-vorticity Preserving (CvP) Large-Eddy Simulation (LES)

coherent large-scale vorticity broadband fine-scale vorticity

SGS dissipation

deactivated

SGS dissipation

activated

vortex 

preserving

Figure 4: CvP-LES of a double helical vortex breakdown (see Thrust 1) on a 1283 grid.
Decomposition into coherent-vortex-dominated regions (left, in black) and broadband small-
scale turbulence (right, in white).

We have introduced a new approach to Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) where subgrid-
scale (SGS) dissipation is applied proportionally to the degree of local spectral broadening,
hence mitigated or deactivated in regions dominated by large-scale and/or laminar vortical
motion. The proposed coherent-vorticity preserving (CvP) LES methodology is based on the
evaluation of the ratio of the test-filtered to resolved (or grid-filtered) enstrophy, σ. Values
of σ close to 1 indicate low sub-test-filter turbulent activity, justifying local deactivation of
the SGS dissipation. The intensity of the SGS dissipation is progressively increased for σ <
1 which corresponds to a small-scale spectral broadening. The SGS dissipation is then fully
activated in developed turbulence characterized by σ ≤ σeq, where the value eq is derived
assuming a Kolmogorov spectrum. LES of Taylor–Green vortex breakdown demonstrates
that the CvP methodology improves the performance of traditional, non-dynamic dissipa-
tive SGS models, capturing the peak of total turbulent kinetic energy dissipation during
transition with the same accuracy as Germano’s dynamic procedure albeit at more than
twice the computational overhead.

Chapelier, Wasistho, & Scalo (2018). A coherent vorticity preserving eddy-viscosity
correction for large-eddy simulation. Journal of Computational Physics, 359, 164-182.
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#2: CvP-LES of Temporally Developing Double-Helical Vortices

Presenter:@ Purdue

Figure 5: Transition to turbulence of a double
helical vortex, Q-isosurfaces colored by pressure.

This paper investigated the transient
regime and turbulent wake character-
istics of temporally developing double
helical vortices via high-fidelity large-
eddy simulation (LES) for circulation
Reynolds numbers in the range ReΓ

=7000–70000, for various vortex radii
and helical pitches.

Three objectives have been achieved:

(i) assess the influence of ReΓ, vor-
tex core radius rc, and pitch h on
the growth rates of the helical vor-
tex instability and resulting tur-
bulence;

(ii) classify the type of vortex recon-
nection events during transition;

(iii) characterize the degree of isotropy
and memory of the far wake tur-
bulence.

The initial transient dynamics is
conveniently described in terms of the
non-dimensional time t∗ = tΓ/h2, yield-
ing the dimensionless growth rate of α ∼
20 and collapsing of all the LES data for
a given rc/h ratio. The vortex-core dis-
placement growth rate is found to be
Reynolds-number independent, and de-
creases for larger rc/h ratios.

Several vortex reconnection events
are identified during the transition, mostly initiated by the leap frogging of helical vor-
tices. This phenomenon causes the entanglement of orthogonal vortex filaments, leading to
their separation, followed by the creation of elongated threads in the axial direction. The
study of integral length scales shows the presence of a strong large-scale anisotropy, retaining
the memory of the initial helical pitch h, in particular for the integral scale in the axial di-
rection. The large-scale anisotropy is propagated through the inertial and dissipative ranges,
determined from the computation of the moments of velocity gradients in the three directions.

Chapelier, Wasistho, & Scalo (2019). Large-eddy simulation of temporally developing double
helical vortices. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 863, 79-113.
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#3: Adaptive-Grid-Refinement Simulations of Vortex-Dominated Flows
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Figure 6: Grid following the vortex transport with AMR, in the DNS simulation of trefoil
knotted vortex at ReΓ = 6000 at three different time steps.

This paper presents an adaptive mesh refinement method for DNS simulating turbulent
flows, with focus on simulating vortex dynamics problems. The compressible Navier-Stokes
equations are solved on the multi-block computational domain with compact-finite-difference
scheme. Staggered arrangement for variables are used which has shown superior advantage in
robustness and accuracy for turbulent flow simulations. With the combination of high-order
interpolation and high-order compact difference operator, an overall 4th-order accuracy in
space can be achieved. The refinement test function is given by a sensor based on the gra-
dient of vorticity. Test cases on vortex dynamics problems have shown that this sensor is
capable of capturing and refining the location where the strain-rate is high and turbulent
breakdown occurs. Future work includes DNS simulations on a topologically complicated
knotted vortex reconnection problems at high Reynolds number.

Zhao & Scalo (2020). A compact-finite-difference-based numerical framework for
adaptive-grid-refinement simulations of vortex-dominated flows. AIAA-Scitech p. 0810.

#4: Direct-Numerical and Large-Eddy Simulation of Knotted Vortices
This paper investigates pre- and post-reconnection dynamics of an unperturbed trefoil knot-
ted vortex for circulation-based Reynolds numbers ReΓ = 2,000 and 6,000 by means of
direct numerical simulations based on an adaptive mesh refinement framework. Compan-
ion coherent-vorticity preserving large-eddy simulations are also carried out on a uniform
Cartesian grid. The complete vortex structure and flow evolution are simulated, includ-
ing reconnection and subsequent separation into a smaller and a larger vortex ring, and
the resulting helicity dynamics. The self-advection velocity before reconnection is found to
scale with inviscid parameters. The reconnection process, however, occurs earlier (and more
rapidly) in the higher Reynolds number case due to higher induced velocities associated with
a thinner vortex core. The vortex propagation velocities after reconnection and separation
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𝑹𝒆𝚪

Figure 7: Fully resolved coherent and small-scale vortex structures at a moment during
the vortex reconnection of a trefoil knotted vortex at high Reynolds number with the Adaptive
Mesh Refinement package VAMPIRE. The simulation is simulated with 1.16 billion degrees
of freedom, and more than 2 million CPU-hours on one of the newest DoD supercomputing
clusters.

are also affected by viscous effects, more prominently for the smaller vortex ring; the larger
one is shown to carry the bulk of the helicity and enstrophy after reconnection. The domain
integrated, or total helicity, H(t), does not significantly change up until reconnection, at
which point it varies abruptly due to the rapid dissipation of helicity caused by super-helicity
hotspots localized at the reconnection sites. The total helicity dissipation rate predicted by
the large-eddy simulation agrees reasonably well with the direct numerical simulation results,
with a significant contribution from the modelled subgrid-scale stresses. On the other hand,
variations in the vortex centreline helicity, HC(t), and the vortex-tube-integrated helicity
HV (t) are less sensitive to the reconnection process. Periodic vortex bursting events are also
observed and are shown to be due to converging axial flow velocities in the detached vortex
rings at later stages of evolution.

Zhao, Yu, Chapelier, & Scalo (2021). Direct numerical and large-eddy simulation of trefoil
knotted vortices. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol 910, A31
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#5: Modeling of Helicity Jumps in Topologically Complex Vortex Flows
In this paper, we address the question of whether total helicity is conserved through viscous
reconnection events in topologically complex vortex flows. To answer this question, we
performed direct numerical simulations (DNS) focused on two complex vortex flow problems:
(1) a trefoil knot and (2) a two-ring link, both simulated for various vortex core radii.

𝜞

𝜞𝒕

Figure 8: Vorticity transfer during
selected simulation for a trefoil knot
with rc = 2 mm at tΓ/R2 = 2.792,
and the vortex tube is visualized by
the vorticity isosurface ωR2/Γ = 5.7.

The DNS framework relies on a block-structured
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) technique. A third
simulation of a colliding pair of unlinked vortex rings,
which exhibit no total helicity change, is also per-
formed to serve as a reference case. The results show
that a well-defined total helicity jump occurs during
the unknotting/unlinking events of cases (1) and (2),
which arises from the annihilation of the local helicity
density content in the reconnection regions. Changes
in total helicity become steeper as thinner core radii
are considered for both cases (1) and (2). Finally, an
analytical derivation based on the reconnection of two
infinitesimal anti-parallel vortex filaments is provided
that quantitatively links helicity annihilation and vis-
cous circulation transfer processes, which unveils the
fundamental hydrodynamic mechanisms responsible
for production/destruction of total helicity during re-
connection events. The resulting model is successful
in predicting the previously mysterious helicity ‘jump’

discovered with the DNS and LES simulation of the knotted vortex (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: The circulation transfer (blue) of trefoil knot (a) and two-ring link (b) for rc

= 2 mm, compares to the time series of helicity change (red), with dashed lines remarking
∆H multiplied by the number of reconnection sites.

Zhao & Scalo (2021). Helicity dynamics in reconnection events of topologically complex
vortex flows. Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 920.
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Accomplishment 1: Coherent-vorticity-Preserving (CvP)
Large-Eddy Simulation (LES)

Methodology: Enstrophy-based Modulation of Turbulent Eddy Viscosity
The new CvP-LES technique by Chapelier & Scalo, AIAA 2017-4168 [7] deactivates subgrid-
scale (SGS) dissipation in areas of large-scale vorticity, preserving coherent structures, while
restoring it in fully turbulent regions (figure 4). CvP-LES enables the investigation of very
high Reynolds number and topologically complex vortex- dominated flow problems (de-
scribed in the ‘Statement of Objectives’ section), which are (1) inaccessible by DNS, or (2)
not predictable with the same fidelity by other state-of-the-art LES methods at the same
cost. For example, CvP-LES calculations shown in figure 4 are carried out with only 3 grid
points per vortex core (1283 grid) but nonetheless matching experimentally observed growth
rates (figure 14). A DNS of the same flow requires approximately 10003 points. An LES
simulation at 1283 with a classic Smagorinsky model does not predict transition to turbu-
lence, which is, on the other hand, captured by a Dynamic-LES albeit overestimating the
decay rate of the large structures compared to CvP-LES.

Figure 10: Evolution of ratio σ = ξ̂/ξ, see Eqn.
(1), in a CvP-LES of TGV breakdown.

CvP-LES is based on the evaluation
of the local ratio σ(x) of the instan-
taneous test-filtered, ξ̂, to resolved (or
grid-filtered), ξ, enstrophy, i.e.

σ = ξ̂/ξ; ξ = ω ·ω/2; (1)
where ω = ∇ × u is the vorticity field.
An eddy-viscosity correction function
f(σ) (see figure 12) is then introduced

µ
(CvP)
SGS = f(σ(x))µSGS (2)

with bounds f(σ = 1) = 0 and f(σ <
σeq) = 1.0 since σ = 1 corresponds to
narrowband, large-scale vortical regions
where SGS dissipation should not be ac-
tive (figure 10a); whereas σeq is the the-
oretical value based on Kolmogorov’s
fully developed turbulent model spec-
trum (figure 10c), requiring SGS dissi-
pation. The CvP-LES approach hence
removes unnecessary SGS dissipation,

can be applied to any eddy-viscosity model, is algorithmically simple, computationally less
expensive than other dynamic models and extendable to non-structured grids.

One expected shortcoming of traditional LES modeling approaches is their tendency to
introduce excess SGS dissipation in transitional or locally low-Reynolds-number regions,
where the flow is well resolved, or, similarly, impacts the evolution of the large coherent
vortices, which may be on the verge of break-up and transition to turbulence or coexist
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within finer-scale broadband vorticity. CvP-LES remedies this issue as explained in the
‘Overview of CvP-LES’ section above and demonstrated in the following.

The plain Smagorinsky model [53], in fact, attenuates velocity gradients at all scales
of the flow, resulting in the unphysical damping of coherent laminar vortices or suppression
transitional regions. In TGV breakdown simulations the same issue is observed with Vreman
[58] and Structure Function (SF) [37] models (figure 11a).

Figure 11: Turbulent dissipation from TGV
at Re=5000 using three classic SGS models with
(solid line) and without (dashed line) CvP sensor
(a); Dynamic parameter from CvP-LES com-
pared to the Dynamic-LES based on Germano’s
identity (b).

The so-called Dynamic procedure [15]
aims at correcting the overly dissipative
nature of SGS models by determing dy-
namically the subgrid model parameter,
mitigating SGS dissipation for transitional
or inhomogeneous flows [15, 16, 29, 36, 42].
Such approach, however, sensibly in-
creases the cost (table 1), memory re-
quirements and complexity of the imple-
mentation. This is due to the test-filtering
of many auxiliary tensors and the need
for averaging of the dynamic parameter
along directions of statistical homogene-
ity, or flow path trajectories, to obtain sta-
ble computations. The averaging of the
dynamic parameter neglects spatial varia-
tions of the state of turbulence, which con-
stitutes a first-order error in flows simulta-
neously presenting both transitional and
fully developed turbulence regions, such
as the double helical vortex shown in the
cover page.

This shortcoming is avoided in the con-
text of the CvP-LES methodology, which
enables spatial variations of the dynamic
parameter, allowing to effectively discrimi-
nate transitional/laminar from broadband
turbulent regions. Surprisingly, the spa-
tially averaged dynamic parameter from
the Dynamic-LES based on Germano’s
identity [15] is found to exhibit oscillations
not present in the CvP-LES methodology
(figure 11b).

CvP-LES allows for an accurate representation of the evolution of turbulent dissipation
as the sensor function is able to reduce the SGS contribution in the early stages of transition,
improving the performance of any SGS model (figure 11).
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Model CPU Time Overhead Auxiliary 3D Arrays Filtering operations
No SGS model tref - 0 0
Smagorinsky 1.134 tref +13.4 6 0

CvP-LES + Smag. [7] 1.151 tref +15.1 8 1
Dynamic-LES [15] 1.404 tref +40.4 18 23

Table 1: Computational cost comparison among different LES methods in TGV simulations.

In summary, the developed CvP-LES turbulence closure:

1. is first-principles-based and removes unnecessary dissipation from any SGS model,
allowing to tackle higher Reynolds numbers;

2. requires no spatial averaging of the dynamic parameter, since it is able to sense the
local state of turbulence instantaneously adjusting of the SGS dissipation intensity;

3. is computationally inexpensive, easy to implement, requiring only one filtering opera-
tion on the enstrophy field (table 1);

4. discriminates regions dominated by coherent structures from fine-scale turbulence
both a posteriori and a priori;

5. can be used to denoise and/or extract large-scale vortical motion from experimental
datasets such as tomographic particle-image velocimetry (Tomo-PIV) of a turbulent flow;

Figure 12: CvP eddy-viscosity correction function
defined based on Eqn. (2). The cosinusoidal shape for
f(σ) guarantees a smooth transition of the eddy viscosity
between large scale vortices and small-scale turbulence
is chosen.

As shown in figure 12, the lower
bound for f(·) is f(σ = 1) = 0,
when the test-filtered enstrophy ˆ̄ξ
is equal to the primary-filtered en-
strophy ξ̄, hence no SGS dissipa-
tion should be applied. The up-
per bound, f(σeq) = 1, corresponds
to fully developed equilibrium tur-
bulence, based on which traditional
SGS models are derived and hence
should be applied. The value σeq

is determined assuming the equilib-
rium energy spectral distribution
predicted by Kolmogorov’s theory
[7, 28].
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Application 1: Breakdown of Double Helical Vortex.
This task establishes the numerical framework and possible improvements for the study of
transitional helical vortices and comparison with experiments. In this section, the applica-
tion of the CvP-LES framework to a canonical setup of a pair of double-helical vortices is
presented.
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Figure 13: Iso-surfaces of vorticity coloured by the CvP–LES sensor function for three
different times: before turbulent breakdown, during the vortex filament reconnection event
and during the fully developed turbulent regime.

The numerical set-up for the study of the dynamics of helical vortices is first validated
against the experiment of Nemes et al. [41]. One critical concern is the number of grid points
defined to discretize the vortex cores when the flow is initialized. This directly impacts the
prediction of the growth rate, α, which is based on the accurate identification of the vortex
cores. Computations with 963, 1443, 1923 and 2563 grid points resolve the initial vortex
core of radius rc with respectively 2.5, 4, 5 and 7 grid points. A grid convergence analysis
based on the displacement rate and the energy spectra suggests that the 1923 grid (i.e. 5 grid
points across the initial vortex core) is adequate to represent accurately the range of relevant
physical phenomena for the present validation study. Fig. 14(a) shows the growth rates of
vortex-core displacement computed numerically as well as the exponential slopes determined
in the experiments by Nemes et al. [41]. As seen from Fig. 14(a), a very good agreement is
found between the simulations and experiment for the four different cases considered, thus
corroborating the adequacy of the present numerical set-up for the study of transitional
helical vortices subject to mutual inductance.

The dynamic evolution of a pair of double helical vortices is studied with CvP-LES for
a range of parameter space (R and h being the helix radius and pitch, respectively.) Tested
combinations of parameters include h/R = 0.36, 0.45 and 0.61, rc/h = 0.166 and 0.333,
ReΓ=7000, 21000, and 70000. As a result, 18 computations for different combination of
parameters are studied. For all the tested cases, the dynamic evolution of double helical
vortex pair can be decomposed into three different regimes, represented on the enstrophy
evolution in Figure 15, as a function of the non-dimensional time t∗ = tΓ/h2. From the
beginning of the computation up to t∗ ≈ 5 (regime (A)), the flow dynamics is essentially
inviscid, and the helical structures undergo relative displacements of their vortex cores with
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tΓ/h
2

Figure 14: (a) Double helical vortex geometrical parameters with radius R and pitch h; (b)
vortex-core displacement rates as a function of non-dimensional time tΓ/h2 for vortex-core
radius rc/h = 0.166.

respect to the initial radius, induced by the mutual interaction between vortex filaments.
During this first period, the volume-averaged enstrophy remains approximately constant
in the flow as the vortices do not experience significant modification of their properties
(vortex-core shapes and circulation). For this inviscid regime, growth rates of vortex-core
displacements with respect to their rigid translation are studied over the parameter space
and plotted as a function of non-dimensional time t∗ = tΓ/h2. As shown in Figure 14(b), in
all the cases studied, the vortex-core displacement follows an exponential growth rate, i.e.
d(t) ∝ exp(at). The normalized a∗ = 2πa(2h2)2/Γ determined from CvP-LES simulations
from all different cases collapse well together, yielding a value of a∗ ≈ 20.2. This value
is very close to the value a∗ = 20.2 measured in experiments [41], and those determined
via linear stability analysis [17], which proves the validity of the CvP-LES simulation in
capturing the dynamics of the coherent vortex structure accurately.
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Figure 15: Flow regimes described from the
evolution of volume-averaged enstrophy.

From t∗ = 5 and onwards (regime (B)),
we can notice a strong increase of enstro-
phy levels in the flow. The relative displace-
ment of the vortex cores becomes significant
enough such that the vortex lines become
closer to each other and start interacting
strongly, ultimately leading to the recon-
nection of vortex filaments at multiple loca-
tions on the helices. These vortex reconnec-
tion events generate small scales in the flow
and modify significantly the shape of the ini-
tial helical vortices. The peak of enstrophy
is reached when all the vortex reconnection
events have occurred and all scales have de-
veloped in the flow. The time corresponding
to the peak of enstrophy may vary depend-
ing on the flow parameters (Reynolds, helical pitch, initial vortex-core radius). After the
peak of enstrophy is reached, the fully developed turbulent regime (C) is established.
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Figure 16: Q-isosurface colorred by pressure plotted at the beginning of transient regime
starting from t∗ = 4, for the helical pitch h/R = 0.36. The lowest core radius rc/h = 0.166
case is considered.
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The flow evolution is studied by inspecting the history of Q-criterion iso-surfaces at var-
ious times for all Reynolds numbers considered, comparing low and high helical pitches, as
shown in Figures 16. At low-pitch configuration (Figure 16), short-wave sinusoidal oscil-
lations are prominent on the vortex filaments as two helices are undergoing a leapfrogging
motion. This has been experimentally observed by Felli et al. [14] in the context of the flow
past marine propellers. The nature of these oscillations depends greatly on the Reynolds
number. The highest Reynolds case displays small amplitude/small wavelengths oscillations,
whereas at lower Reynolds numbers, the amplitude of the oscillations and their wavelengths
increase. The two helices merge where the oscillation amplitude is the highest, form an
X-shaped structure, pair and then reconnect with each other. The reconnection process is
initiated by the formation of a series of secondary small scales, such as ’hook’ structures
that are perpendicular to the initial vortices, which shares strong similarities with the Crow
instability [11].

A study of the turbulence anisotropy in the wake of the pair of helical vortices during
the fully developed turbulence regime has been conducted. Calculations of the anisotropic
Reynolds stress tensor have revealed a strong anisotropy for all cases, with a dominant axial
component compared to the radial and azimuthal fluctuations, which are equal. The compu-
tation of the Lumlely invariants shows that increasing the helical pitch or Reynolds number
reduces the turbulence anisotropy, whereas a larger initial vortex-core radius strengthens the
anisotropy. A scale-by-scale anisotropy study showed that the axial integral scale is directly
proportional to the helical pitch. The large scales are found to be anisotropic, with an elon-
gation in the axial direction compared to the radial direction. This large-scale anisotropy is
also propagated to smaller scales, as found by computing the moments of vorticity gradient
ratios in various directions.

Application 2: Evolution of Coherent Trefoil Vorticies.

EXP
EXP

EXP CvP-LES

CvP-LES
CvP-LES

(350 ms)
(200 ms)

(500 ms)

Figure 17: Comparison of flow topology between present
CvP-LES and experiments by Kleckner and Irvine [27] be-
fore, during and after the vortex entanglement process.

The goal of this Task is to es-
tablish and validate a numer-
ical setup for the study of en-
tangled knotted vortices dy-
namics targeting the experi-
mental results of Kleckner and
Irvine [27]. The study of en-
tangled vortex filaments is of
interest since most of turbu-
lent flows show the presence
of such phenomena, as demon-
strated by Direct Numerical
Simulations of other turbulent
flows [23, 25, 52, 57]. We show
in this study with CvP-LES
that good qualitative match-

ing has been achieved against the experiments by Kleckner and Irvine [27] (figure 17) for the
three different times considered: before, during and after the vortex bursting process. The
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CvP-LES simulation results, in resolved coherent vortex kinematics and modeled turbulent
statistics with CvP-LES method, are validated with fully resolved AMR-DNS later on at
low and moderate Reynolds numbers ReΓ = 2000 and 6000.

AMR-DNS LES-Cartesian

Figure 18: Comparison between the Q-isosurfaces
between AMR-DNS and LES at two different time steps
during reconnection.

In the experiment conducted by
Kleckner and Irvine [27], a tre-
foil knot vortex-shaped hydrofoil
had to be manufactured using a
3D printer and used to generate a
knotted via a quick displacement of
the hydrofoil in a water tank (Fig-
ure 17). In our numerical setup, a
knotted vortex path is defined us-
ing a parametric equation, and the
corresponding initial velocity field
is assigned via Bio-Savart law, cou-
pled to a smoothing kernel function
allowing to control the vortex core
radius. The initial knotted vor-
tex propagates along, and rotates
about the same axis (as seen from
Figure 25 in the next section), then
gradual distortion and elongation

of the vortex filament are observed, due to the self-induced convection velocity of the smaller
radius portion of the knot (R(θ) < R̄) being higher than that of the outer portion (R(θ) > R̄).
This leads to the stretching of the vortex line (t∗ ≈ 1.97) and three simultaneous reconnec-
tions of vortex filaments (t∗ ≈ 2.59). After this reconnection event, two distinct vortical
structures initially triangular in shape are generated, which then evolve following indepen-
dent dynamics (t∗ ≈ 3.94).
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f(σ)
LES  𝑅𝑒! = 6,000  𝑡Γ/ '𝑅" = 2.862

Figure 19: Sensor function f(σ)
used in the CvP-LES closure in Eq. 2
at a specific time from an LES sim-
ulation at ReΓ = 6,000.

The advantage of using CvP-LES method to study
this problem is to accurately predict the kinematic
propagation, topology transition, and the whole re-
connection process of the large-scale coherent vor-
tex structure without overkilling the large scales with
artificial dissipation, or without resolving the large
amount of small scales generated during the recon-
nection process using unaffordable computational re-
sources. As shown in figure 19, the CvP sensor func-
tion f(σ) is capable of detecting the under-resolved
small-scales generated during the reconnection pro-
cess, and applying SGS dissipation only to those re-
gions. As shown in Figure 20(left) the total dissi-
pation (resolved plus modeled via CvP) recovers the
peak dissipation calculated from the DNS. Before and
after reconnection, the CvP-sensor prevents the SGS
from spuriously dissipating the coherent vortex struc-
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Re=2000

Re=6000

Figure 20: Dissipation (left) and total helicity (right) for the trefoil knotted vortex at two
different Reynolds numbers: ReΓ=2000 (green) and 6000 (blue). The solid lines stand for
the fully-resolved DNS, and circles for CvP-LES.

ture, by preventing the SGS stress from being applied to the large-scale vortex parts. In this
way, the large-scale kinematics of the vortex evolution are well preserved, as seen from the
right column of figure 18. Also, the SGS stresses contribute significantly to the dissipation
of the helicity occurring during reconnection, allowing to recover the peak value of helicity
decay rate −dH(t)/dt predicted by the DNS calculations. This directly contributes to the
successful prediction of the evolution of the total helicity as shown in Figure 20 (right) at
two different Reynolds numbers.

Figure 18 shows a side-by-side comparison between DNS and LES simulations each stage
of vortical flow evolution mentioned above. In comparison, LES results preserve the evolution
of large scale structure without resolving the fine-scale turbulent structure generated via
reconnection. As shown in Figure 19, the CvP sensor function f(σ) is capable of detecting
the under-resolved small scales generated during the reconnection process, and applying
SGS dissipation only to those regions. The result showcases the capability of accurately
predicting the behavior of large-scale vortex structures over long period of time and through
complicated vortex interactions.
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Accomplishment 2: DNS via Adaptive Mesh Refinement

Methodology
The adaptive mesh refinement framework of VAMPIRE code is developed and modified based
on Paramesh [35]. The computational domain is discretized by a number of blocks, and
each block has the same number of uniformly spaced grid points inside. A error detection
function is evaluated for all blocks, based on the respective error detection value, the block
is determined whether to be refined or coarsened. A tree data structure is utilized, where
a coarse block is refinement into a number of finer blocks, the finer blocks are linked to the
original coarse block as its child blocks. The child blocks are overlapping the same domain
as their parent block does, but with grid spacing finer by a factor of refinement ratio γ. In
this study, the refinement ratio is fixed to be 2, which means after one time of refinement,
a parent block is divided in each direction into two blocks. In a 3D simulation, one parent
block has 8 child blocks, while in a 2D simulation, one parent has 4 child blocks. The tree
data structure facilitate the efficient searching for neighbors and optimal sorting for load
balancing.

Dr. Scalo’s 

Block interior

Guard cells

Coarse block

Fine 

block

Figure 21: The guardcells in a multi-level grid: according to their location, three highlighted
regions represent cell-boundary interface, coarse-fine interface, and interface between same
level neighbor blocks.

The AMR code VAMPIRE is aimed on heavy MPI computation, and load balancing is
performed at the end of each time step. According to the newly resulting tree structure
(as shown in Figure 22), a space-filling curve (also called Morton curve) is drew passing
through all the leaf blocks, and associated numbering for each block is generated Then
with the numbering, the blocks are allocated to all the available processors. This method
ensures the maximization of locality of neighbor blocks and parental blocks, and therefore
the minimization of MPI communications.

The solution on each block depends on its surrounding, and this is achieved by filling
the guardcells of each block. Guardcells are the additional layers of cells surrounding the
current block. The guardcell values are filled based in the information from the surrounding
blocks via MPI operation. In the case that the portion of guardcell is on the interface between
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Figure 22: The guardcells in a multi-level grid: according to their location, three highlighted
regions represent cell-boundary interface, coarse-fine interface, and interface between same
level neighbor blocks.

coarse and fine blocks, prolongation and restriction operation is needed for filling this portion
of guardcell values. Higher-order interpolation function can be used to achieve higher order
accuracy in such coarse-fine guardcell-filling situation, and this typically requires more layers
of guardcells. Besides, guardcells are also used to impose boundary conditions, in case that
a block is located adjacent to physical boundaries.

The compact operators are global operators that all the points in the computational do-
main are involved and a matrix inversion is needed for solving the interpolated/differentiated
values. Whereas in the multi-block AMR approach, each compact operator is restricted
within its block, and guardcells are used for the inter-block communications. Therefore,
these compact operators are discontinuous at the block interfaces. This will not influence
the order of accuracy, in the case that the neighbor blocks are on the same level of refine-
ment, in which the guardcell filling operation is done with point-to-point copying the value
from neighbor blocks to its guardcells. With designed numerical scheme, all the leaf blocks
can achieve an overall 4th order of accuracy. However, in the case of multi-level grid, the
overall accuracy is throttled by the order of accuracy of the prolongation/restriction func-
tion, where additional interpolations are employed. In this work, 2 layers of guardcells allow
up to 4th-order for the polynomial interpolation for prolongation/restriction function. With
4th-order polynomial interpolation, the overall order of accuracy is tested on a multi-level
grid to be also 4th-order, which is acceptable for current purpose.

Application: Vortex Reconnection at High Reynolds Numbers
The adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) high-order compact finite difference code VAMPIRE
is used to perform a DNS simulations of the knotted vortex reconnection for two different
Reynolds numbers. The two Reynolds numbers under study are selected to be a moderate
Reynolds number ReΓ=2000, and a high Reynolds number ReΓ=6000. For each simulation,
before time advancement, a sensor estimating the discretization error of the sampled initial
condition is ran on all the blocks to determine whether the mesh should be locally refined;
such process is repeated until convergence of the AMR tree structure. Fig. 6 is a showcase of
resulting adaptively refined mesh starting from t∗ = 0 and subsequent times for ReΓ=6,000.
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Figure 23: Visualizations of Q-isosurfaces with QR4/Γ2 = 97 extracted from ReΓ =
6000 simulation. Here v∗

a denotes the dimensionless propagation velocity of the knot before
reconnection (t∗ < 2.5); v∗

b2
and v∗

b1
denote the small and large rings velocity, respectively,

after reconnection.

The first subject of investigation is the kinematic evolution of the vortex structure, and the
influence of Reynolds number on it. The vortex kinematics before and after the reconnection
are similar among the different Reynolds number investigated, the flow dynamics during the
reconnection are strongly affected by viscous forces. The latter are responsible for intense
enstrophy and helicity production events, which intensify with ReΓ.

Re=2000

Re=6000

Figure 24: DNS-AMR simulation data for the
evolution of enstrophy and total helicity for the tre-
foil knot at ReΓ=2,000 and 6,000 .

The propagation velocity of the ini-
tial knotted structure, va, and of the
smaller, vb1, and larger, vb2, vortex
rings forming after reconnection (Fig-
ure 25) can be evaluated via curve-
fitting in the z-t plane based on the
local maxima of vorticity magnitude in
the x-y plane. The corresponding non-
dimensional expression can be obtained
based on the initial circulation Γ0 and
the mean knot radius, R : v∗

a,v∗

b1
,v∗

b2
.

The values of v∗

a extracted from present
calculations are similar between two
Reynolds number, justifying the use of
the inviscid scaling t∗ = tΓ/R

2 before
the first reconnection. This can be
explained that the core size difference
caused by the Reynolds number is neg-
ligible compared to the length scale of the coherent vortex structure before reconnection,
therefore thin-core assumption still holds well and its influence is very little on the overall
kinematics.
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Figure 25: (a) Evolution of effective core radius re and (b) instantaneous vortex length ℓ(t)
normalized by the initial vortex length ℓ0 for ReΓ=2,000 (green) and 6,000 (blue). Regions
shaded via vertical bars represent the time intervals when reconnection is happening. Solid
lines are used before reconnection; □, △ and ◦, for small, large ring and their sum after
reconnection respectively.

In this study, the vortex centerline (shown in Figure 25) is extracted based on eigenmodes
of the velocity gradient tensor following an approach, and the boundary of the vortex tube
is identified by applying a regression fit of the vorticity distribution to a Lamb-Oseen model
on a cut-plane perpendicular to the vortex line. The effective core radius re in this work is
taken as twice rc in order to effectively cover around 95% of the vorticity in a vortex tube of
diameter 2re. As shown in figure 25 (a), before the reconnection happens, the core radius
for the ReΓ=2,000 case is about 1.7 times compared to the ReΓ=6,000 case, which satisfies
the scaling law re ∼

√
νt. The finite core size effect on the induced velocity shows up at

about t∗ = 2.2 where the two vortex length curves peel off from each other, signifying that
two vortex segments are getting close to each other more rapidly for the higher Reynolds
number case. The vortex stretching occurs much faster in the ReΓ=6,000 case, resulting in
earlier reconnection. The reconnection process lasts longer at lower Reynolds number, which
can also be linked to the thicker core size at ReΓ=2,000. The analysis on the core radius
and the centerline kinematics suggests that Reynolds number influences the knotted vortex
dynamics in two different ways: one is via affecting the core radius, and another way is via
the generation of small-scales during the vortex interaction.

Figure 24 shows the global statistics for volume-integrated enstrophy and helicity. The
abrupt production of enstrophy and helicity signifies the reconnection event for each Reynolds
number condition. Aligned with the observations from the vortex centerline kinematics (Fig-
ure 25), reconnection happens earlier at the high-Re case. The enstrophy generation is way
stronger in the ReΓ=6000 case compared to ReΓ=2000, standing for the strong generation of
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Figure 27: Visualization of the threads (marked by dashed rectangles) evolution using
Q-isosurfaces with QR

4
/Γ2 = 323 for ReΓ = 6,000 DNS colored by normalized pressure fluc-

tuations (Structure ⟨III⟩).
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small-scale vorticity structures through the reconnection event, and resulting in much higher
viscous dissipation of kinetic energy.

Figure 28: Axial flow distribution (ŵ) on
three different cutplanes on the large vortex ring
after reconnection based on the Q-isosurface and
ReΓ=6,000 from DNS results.

The study of the vortex struc-
ture and the comparison between two
Reynolds number condition is another
focus of this DNS study. Figure 27
shows the comparison of the vortex
structure at two Re cases via the visual-
ization of Q-criterion. During the evo-
lution of a knotted vortex, the genera-
tion of four characteristic vortical struc-
tures can be identified: ⟨I⟩ anti-parallel
structures; ⟨II⟩ hairpin vortices; ⟨III⟩
thread structures; ⟨IV ⟩ helical modes
(also named Kelvin waves). Events
leading to the formation of such struc-
tures are observed for both Reynolds
numbers considered. Structures ⟨I⟩ and

⟨II⟩ form simultaneously and participate in the bridging process. The thread structures
⟨III⟩ connect the large and small vortex rings during the last stages of reconnection, which
culminates with the complete separation of the two rings and the corresponding initializa-
tion of helical, or Kelvin waves ⟨IV ⟩. The latter, via nonlinear collisions, lead to repeated
(in time and space) momentary ruptures (or burstings) of the vortex topological structure.
Some detailed, fully resolved vortex structures at ReΓ=6000 are shown in Figure 27.

Helicity is related to the topological features of the flow, like the degree of knottedness,
and linkage, as discussed by [51]. Knotted vortices are of interest for the study of helicity
dynamics due to their non-zero initial global (or total) helicity, H, which is determined by
the initial filament topology; for a single vortex ring the initial global helicity is, in fact, zero.
We assess here the sensitivity of the total helicity evolution to the Reynolds number with
thin initial vortex core radius re/R ≈ 0.06. We also report our analysis on three quantities
derived from the helicity density h = u · ω: total helicity, H(t); centerline helicity, HC(t);
and vortex-tube integrated helicity HV (t).

Total helicity H(t) is integrated across the entire computational domain,

H(t) =
∫∫∫ +∞

−∞

u ·ω dΩ ≈
∫ L

0

∫ L

0

∫ L

0
u ·ω dΩ (3)

and it contains information from all the scales in the flow. Centerline helicity HC(t) is
defined as

HC(t) = Γ
∮

w̃|r̃=0
dℓ, (4)

which is useful in theoretical analyses assuming infinitesimally thin vortex tubes with con-
fined helicity. This practically accessible form is adopted by [51], where dℓ is the infinitesimal
length of a line element along the loop, and w̃ as a function of r̃ is the local axial velocity.
Centerline helicity, HC(t), is also reported by [51] to be approximately conserved during
reconnection in a viscous flow, which is also confirmed by the results in the present study.
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reconnection

Figure 29: Evolution of centerline helicity HC(t) (—), tube-integrated helicity HV (t) (□),
and total helicity, for the entire vortex structure (black), and small leading ring (yellow) and
large trailing ring (red) after reconnection. Green and blue triangles (◁) show the normalized
total helicity H(t) for ReΓ = 2,000 and ReΓ = 6,000, respectively. The gray box is masking
the reconnection time when the vortex centerline is not clearly defined.

Finally, the vortex-tube-integrated helicity is defined as

HV (t) =
∫∫∫

V
u ·ω dΩ (5)

where the volume of the vortex ring V is defined as the region with distance smaller or equal
to re from the vortex core. In the limit of re → 0, Eq.(5) yields Eq.(4). The vortex-tube-
integrated helicity can be seen as an improvement upon Eq.(4), as it allows to take into
account the inner structure of a finite-thickness vortex core.

Figure 24 (bottom) shows the total helicity evolution ReΓ = 2,000 and ReΓ = 6,000.
Both of them show a similar but clear stages of temporal development: in the first stage, the
total amount of helicity almost stay constant, because in this stage, the vortex evolves in an
inviscid manner, and the knot structure preserves the helicity values. The second stage starts
as the helicity start to rapidly increase. This second stage in helicity evolution corresponds
to the reconnection event where the vortex knot decouples to two separated rings. The trend
in the second stage is similar regardless of Reynolds number, whereas the onset time of the
second stage is slightly earlier for the high Reynolds number condition, due to the earlier
starting time for the reconnection at ReΓ=6000. The only obvious difference in the growing
stage is that the ReΓ=2000 case gives a nearly linear growth, whereas the ReΓ=6000 case
shows some non-linearity and fluctuations in the growth. The third stage starts as the total
helicity curve reaches its peak and finishes its rapid growth, and after the peak, the the total
helicity curve shows a steady decay for the ReΓ=2000 case and some random fluctuation for
the ReΓ=6000 case. The model raised in Accomplishment 3 provides the explanation for
these regimes, which will be discussed in details in the next section.

In addition, the validity and accuracy of the two simplified representation of the helicity
content: centerline helicity HC Eq.(4) and tube-integrated helicity HV Eq.(5) will be checked
against the fully resolved total helicity H, which serves as a reference. As shown in Figure 29,
before the reconnection event, both HC and HV gives very good matching to H, indicating
that both of them can be used as a good estimate in experiments, etc. However, after the
reconnection, the flow field becomes more irregular, the accuracy of HC and HV starts to
be influenced. Also this accuracy is further reduced with Reynolds number being high, as
shown in Figure 29 (right).
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Accomplishment 3: Theory for Helicity Dynamics

Background
Total helicity, H, is a measure of the topological complexity of a tangled vortical flow field. It
is defined as the integral of helicity density, h = u ·ω, over the fluid domain surrounding the
vortex field. Total helicity is a conserved quantity in inviscid flows, as found in superfluids [24,
44], however, it may increase or decrease in the presence of viscous effects. The latter are
always dissipative in nature and are responsible for the annihilation of negative/positive
helicity density, resulting a total helicity increase/decrease. The rate of change of total
helicity, dH/dt, is proportional to the super-helicity, ⟨s⟩ ≡ ⟨ω ·(∇×ω)⟩ through the kinematic
viscosity ν . The understanding of helicity dynamics is of crucial importance in a wide variety
of fields, such as liquid crystals [56], optical [12], biological structures [10, 20], and beyond.

In the case of viscous vortex flows, tangled vortex fields tend to evolve towards simpler
topologies. Knot and link are two basic states of tangled vortex fields, which are explored in
this manuscript; unknotting and unlinking are the respective processes responsible for their
break down into a simpler topology, and hence change in total helicity. Recent experimental
studies [27,51] have revealed how the zeroing of total helicity during the unknotting of vortex
rings does not happen abruptly. In fact, during the unknotting process the measured helicity
appeared to be ‘relatively’ unchanged. However, due to the presence of a broad spectrum of
small spatial and temporal scales unaccessible by the experiments, a clear demonstration as
to whether helicity is conserved or not through such reconnection events has been deemed
unclear by [40]. Accurate direct-numerical simulations able to simultaneously capture the
entirety of the topologically complex vortex field and the small-scale details of the viscous
reconnection are thus warranted. This is only achievable by relying on Adaptive-Mesh Re-
finement (AMR) code VAMPIRE (Accomplishment 2).

This part of the work under the support of YIP is focused on deepen the understanding
of the vortex dynamics and helicity dynamics of vortex fields undergoing unknotting and
unlinking processes initiated by local viscous reconnection events. The goal is to obtain
a theoretical model that explains the drastic helicity dynamics observed in the DNS/LES
simulations for entangled vortex field with topological complexity.

A Four-Element Mechanistic Model
In viscous fluids, topology is manifested in the form of vortex structure. Vortex structure
with topological complexity has two basic forms: knots and links. Because of the presence of
viscosity, the vortex topology will tend to evolve in viscous fluids into topologically simpler
structure. In this transition, there will be a topology-change event, through which the
topology changes from knots or links to one or a series of trivial typologies, such as rings.
In viscous fluids, such an event is realized via vortex reconnections. In terms of helicity
statistics, total helicity is not conserved through reconnection in topologically complex vortex
problems, and that this occurs through a process of annihilation of the local helicity content
caused by circulation transfer. Before reconnection event, the vortex topology structure
will evolve itself in an inviscid manner to a locally anti-parallel structure, as the onset
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Figure 30: (a,b) Kinematics of a reconnection of infinitesimal vortex filaments with a
discretization by cells with edge length of δ; (c,d) the reconnection site viewed from a different
angle, with the Stokes surface highlighted.

posture signifying that a reconnection event is ready to get started. Figure 31 shows a
typical pre-reconnection configuration commonly seen in a reconnection event. The large
scale super-helicity structure, as shown in Figure 31, exhibits a two-pair petal shape, where
the red and blue petals represent the positive and negative super-helicity clots, respectively.
Such a structure is determined by the curvature of centerlines, and the sharp gradient of
vorticity magnitude formed by the anti-parallel vorticity field. However, the local helicity
content, which is not represented by the petal structure and is dictated by the fluid velocity
parallel to the local vortex line, plays a dominant role in the net helicity change through this
reconnection event, and can be understood via a linearity four-element circuit model.

Figure 31: Qualitative plot of selected vortex
lines during the interaction of anti-parallel vortex
tubes (red, threads; blue, reconnected bridges). The
arrows form a loop enclosing a plane through which
one of the vortex tube passes.

Figure 30 shows the 4-element
model to explain the mechanism of the
helicity annihilation over the reconnec-
tion event, with the assumption that
the circulation transfer happens in a 2D
plane, on which the four elements stand.
Each element represents a finite volume,
with a length scale δ in each direction.
Their cell-averaged velocity and circula-
tion (vorticity) are represented with ui

and ωi, where i is the cell index, with
the values from 1 to 4. During a recon-
nection event, the circulation is trans-
ferred over time from y-direction to x-
direction. For analytical analysis, we
can consider that over an infinitesimal
time period dt, there is a dΓ amount of
circulation decrease in y-direction, and a same amount of dΓ amount of circulation increase
in x-direction. The calculus in deriving the final expression (the details can be seen in the
Appendix C of [63]) shows that the contribution to the helicity given by the change of ve-
locity field and vorticity field under external influence from the flow field can be considered
independently. As only the vorticity change is related in the discussion of circulation trans-
fer, and velocity change is an independent event that happens regardless the existence of
circulation transfer, here it can be assumed that velocity components (i.e. ui) are unchanged
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over the time dt.
As the null axis in the center of the reconnection zone (yellow arrow in Figure 30), the

vorticity component perpendicular to the reconnecting plane ωz can be expressed with the
surrounding velocity components:

ωz = (−ū1 + ū2 + ū3 − ū4)/δ. (6)
This vorticity component is not participating in the circulation transfer, because the recon-
nection is 2D and only happens in the x-y plane, as assumed by the four-element model.
However, the ωz component is dictated by the local helicity content, and directly contributes
to the helicity change rate. Applying Stokes theory to the plane enclosed by the green-yellow
arrows in Figure 30 (c,d), the following expression can be obtained:

Γ̇ ≡ dΓ

dt
= −ν

∮

δA
(∇×ω) ·dl, (7)

Together with the helicity change within each small element over dt, a final expression can
be obtained:

dH

dt
= −dΓ

dt

dH1 +dH2

dΓ
= −2δ(ū1 − ū2)Γ̇ (8)

where dH1=2δū1dΓ and dH2=−2δū2dΓ are the helicity content stored in the reconnected
segments of the two vortex tubes. This expression indicates that the local helicity change
rate at the reconnection spot can be written as the product of the local circulation transfer
rate and the local helicity content carried by the reconnected segments of the vortex tube.

Applications: Knotted Vortices, Linked Vortices, and Colliding Vortices.
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Figure 33: Total helicity is compared to tre-
foil knot and linked rings, plotted versus time
normalized by the reconnection time t1.

The model can be used to provide insight
into results from simulating vortex dynamics
with topological complexity with DNS and
LES. In this section, the mechanistic model
described above is applied several different
vortex topologies. Three sets of topolo-
gies are simulated with VAMPIRE code at
ReΓ=2000, with four different initial vor-
tex core thicknesses. Three configurations,
namely, trefoil knot, two-ring link, and a
pair of colliding rings, are shown in Fig-
ure 32. These three configurations are se-
lected to include the simplest forms of knot
and link, as well as the simplest topologi-
cally trivial configuration with reconnections (i.e. colliding rings). In all the configurations,
the initial flows are initialized with analytical equations in parametric form. After initial-
ization, all of them evolve to one or multiple locally anti-parallel vortex structures, before
reconnections happen. As all the configurations are designed to be symmetric, for the cases
with multiple reconnection sites, all the reconnection processes happen and end at the same
time.
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X

Z

Y

t
∗

= 0.316

<latexit sha1_base64="SKU5lcSAiCDstpjpH4Ia5kh+ISI=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UQFyHR4mMhFN24rGAfkMYymU7aoZNMmLkRSuhnuHGhiFu/xp1/47TNQlsPXDiccy/33hMkgmtwnG+rsLS8srpWXC9tbG5t75R395papoqyBpVCqnZANBM8Zg3gIFg7UYxEgWCtYHg78VtPTGku4wcYJcyPSD/mIacEjOTB4wm+xo595p53yxXHdqbAi8TNSQXlqHfLX52epGnEYqCCaO25TgJ+RhRwKti41Ek1Swgdkj7zDI1JxLSfTU8e4yOj9HAolakY8FT9PZGRSOtRFJjOiMBAz3sT8T/PSyG89DMeJymwmM4WhanAIPHkf9zjilEQI0MIVdzciumAKELBpFQyIbjzLy+S5qntVu2r+2qldpPHUUQH6BAdIxddoBq6Q3XUQBRJ9Ixe0ZsF1ov1bn3MWgtWPrOP/sD6/AFm/49l</latexit>

t
∗

= 2.634

<latexit sha1_base64="JQKiLFK3G5CFRTbiH3eVaqDRbZY=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAjiIiS1+FgIRTcuK9gHpLFMppN26CQTZm6EEvoZblwo4tavceffOG2z0NYDFw7n3Mu99wSJ4Boc59taWl5ZXVsvbBQ3t7Z3dkt7+00tU0VZg0ohVTsgmgkeswZwEKydKEaiQLBWMLyd+K0npjSX8QOMEuZHpB/zkFMCRvLg8RRf44p9flbtlsqO7UyBF4mbkzLKUe+Wvjo9SdOIxUAF0dpznQT8jCjgVLBxsZNqlhA6JH3mGRqTiGk/m548xsdG6eFQKlMx4Kn6eyIjkdajKDCdEYGBnvcm4n+el0J46Wc8TlJgMZ0tClOBQeLJ/7jHFaMgRoYQqri5FdMBUYSCSaloQnDnX14kzYrtVu2r+2q5dpPHUUCH6AidIBddoBq6Q3XUQBRJ9Ixe0ZsF1ov1bn3MWpesfOYA/YH1+QNuo49q</latexit>

t
∗

= 3.424

<latexit sha1_base64="FQas7nuR+njd+B2paEZJsYV1+2Y=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBZBPISkBtSDUPTisYL9gDSWzXbbLt1kw+5EKKE/w4sHRbz6a7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzAsTwTU4zrdVWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7B00tU0VZg0ohVTskmgkeswZwEKydKEaiULBWOLqd+q0npjSX8QOMExZEZBDzPqcEjOTD4xm+xue2V/W65YpjOzPgZeLmpIJy1Lvlr05P0jRiMVBBtPZdJ4EgIwo4FWxS6qSaJYSOyID5hsYkYjrIZidP8IlRergvlakY8Ez9PZGRSOtxFJrOiMBQL3pT8T/PT6F/GWQ8TlJgMZ0v6qcCg8TT/3GPK0ZBjA0hVHFzK6ZDoggFk1LJhOAuvrxMmlXb9eyre69Su8njKKIjdIxOkYsuUA3doTpqIIokekav6M0C68V6tz7mrQUrnzlEf2B9/gBrmo9o</latexit>

t
∗

= 3.951

<latexit sha1_base64="Ripv6ad2VLuUYqCdBgf2QJCQJfE=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSKIh5BoRXsQil48VrAfkMay2W7apZtN2J0IJfRnePGgiFd/jTf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuAbH+baWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLeflPHqaKsQWMRq3ZANBNcsgZwEKydKEaiQLBWMLyd+K0npjSP5QOMEuZHpC95yCkBI3nweIqv8bldvXC7pbJjO1PgReLmpIxy1Lulr04vpmnEJFBBtPZcJwE/Iwo4FWxc7KSaJYQOSZ95hkoSMe1n05PH+NgoPRzGypQEPFV/T2Qk0noUBaYzIjDQ895E/M/zUgiv/IzLJAUm6WxRmAoMMZ78j3tcMQpiZAihiptbMR0QRSiYlIomBHf+5UXSPLPdil29r5RrN3kcBXSIjtAJctElqqE7VEcNRFGMntErerPAerHerY9Z65KVzxygP7A+fwBzO49t</latexit>

t
∗

= 0.158

<latexit sha1_base64="ddLiAZWwEX4/RqZpUczsg5ar+s4=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBZBPIREKtaDUPTisYL9gDSWzXbTLt1kw+5EKKE/w4sHRbz6a7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzAsSwTU4zrdVWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7By0tU0VZk0ohVScgmgkesyZwEKyTKEaiQLB2MLqd+u0npjSX8QOME+ZHZBDzkFMCRvLg8QxfY8d2L2q9csWxnRnwMnFzUkE5Gr3yV7cvaRqxGKggWnuuk4CfEQWcCjYpdVPNEkJHZMA8Q2MSMe1ns5Mn+MQofRxKZSoGPFN/T2Qk0nocBaYzIjDUi95U/M/zUghrfsbjJAUW0/miMBUYJJ7+j/tcMQpibAihiptbMR0SRSiYlEomBHfx5WXSOrfdqn11X63Ub/I4iugIHaNT5KJLVEd3qIGaiCKJntErerPAerHerY95a8HKZw7RH1ifP20Pj2k=</latexit>

t
∗

= 0.8428

<latexit sha1_base64="UeAttIjQAqJ4nlvIpFEIg3bcpgc=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgHpbdEDAehKAXjxHMA5I1zE5mkyGzD2Z6hRDyG148KOLVn/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXX4ihUbH+bZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDHeYLGMVdunmksR8QYKlLydKE5DX/KWP7qd+a0nrrSIowccJ9wL6SASgWAUjdTFxwtyTRy7WilXe8WSYztzkFXiZqQEGeq94le3H7M05BEySbXuuE6C3oQqFEzyaaGbap5QNqID3jE0oiHX3mR+85ScGaVPgliZipDM1d8TExpqPQ590xlSHOplbyb+53VSDKreRERJijxii0VBKgnGZBYA6QvFGcqxIZQpYW4lbEgVZWhiKpgQ3OWXV0mzbLsV++q+UqrdZHHk4QRO4RxcuIQa3EEdGsAggWd4hTcrtV6sd+tj0Zqzsplj+APr8wfpaY+r</latexit>

t
∗

= 1.264

<latexit sha1_base64="RMJs1D0OjX5Dp8ebsFEOvmDsaZE=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UQFyEpxcdCKLpxWcE+II1lMp20QyeZMHMjlNDPcONCEbd+jTv/xmmbhbYeuHA4517uvSdIBNfgON9WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7S0TBVlTSqFVJ2AaCZ4zJrAQbBOohiJAsHaweh26refmNJcxg8wTpgfkUHMQ04JGMmDxzN8jV27el7rlSuO7cyAl4mbkwrK0eiVv7p9SdOIxUAF0dpznQT8jCjgVLBJqZtqlhA6IgPmGRqTiGk/m508wSdG6eNQKlMx4Jn6eyIjkdbjKDCdEYGhXvSm4n+el0J46Wc8TlJgMZ0vClOBQeLp/7jPFaMgxoYQqri5FdMhUYSCSalkQnAXX14mrart1uyr+1qlfpPHUURH6BidIhddoDq6Qw3URBRJ9Ixe0ZsF1ov1bn3MWwtWPnOI/sD6/AFrko9o</latexit>

t
∗

= 1.738

<latexit sha1_base64="vEOqB+a8qzlZBYk11z8Q+2THTZM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSKIh5BoofUgFL14rGA/II1ls920SzfZsDsRSujP8OJBEa/+Gm/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz84JEcA2O822trK6tb2wWtorbO7t7+6WDw5aWqaKsSaWQqhMQzQSPWRM4CNZJFCNRIFg7GN1O/fYTU5rL+AHGCfMjMoh5yCkBI3nweI6vsWtXL2u9UtmxnRnwMnFzUkY5Gr3SV7cvaRqxGKggWnuuk4CfEQWcCjYpdlPNEkJHZMA8Q2MSMe1ns5Mn+NQofRxKZSoGPFN/T2Qk0nocBaYzIjDUi95U/M/zUghrfsbjJAUW0/miMBUYJJ7+j/tcMQpibAihiptbMR0SRSiYlIomBHfx5WXSurDdin11XynXb/I4CugYnaAz5KIqqqM71EBNRJFEz+gVvVlgvVjv1se8dcXKZ47QH1ifP3Sxj24=</latexit>

t
∗

= 0.105

<latexit sha1_base64="IVQPNl6+fYOlAqk93sF2lpJGUm8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBDEw7IrEfUgBL14jGAesFnD7GQ2GTI7s8z0CmHJZ3jxoIhXv8abf+PkcdDEgoaiqpvurigV3IDnfTtLyyura+uFjeLm1vbObmlvv2FUpimrUyWUbkXEMMElqwMHwVqpZiSJBGtGg9ux33xi2nAlH2CYsjAhPcljTglYKYDHU3yNPdf3zjulsud6E+BF4s9IGc1Q65S+2l1Fs4RJoIIYE/heCmFONHAq2KjYzgxLCR2QHgsslSRhJswnJ4/wsVW6OFbalgQ8UX9P5CQxZphEtjMh0Dfz3lj8zwsyiC/DnMs0AybpdFGcCQwKj//HXa4ZBTG0hFDN7a2Y9okmFGxKRRuCP//yImmcuX7FvbqvlKs3szgK6BAdoRPkowtURXeohuqIIoWe0St6c8B5cd6dj2nrkjObOUB/4Hz+AGDqj2E=</latexit>

t
∗

= 0.421

<latexit sha1_base64="lnpB4DdxQQUPLCSFcb2zTnln6zo=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBHEw7JbCupBKHrxWMF+wHYt2TTbhmaTJZkVSunP8OJBEa/+Gm/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz86JUcAOe9+2srK6tb2wWtorbO7t7+6WDw6ZRmaasQZVQuh0RwwSXrAEcBGunmpEkEqwVDW+nfuuJacOVfIBRysKE9CWPOSVgpQAez/E19txqxe+Wyp7rzYCXiZ+TMspR75a+Oj1Fs4RJoIIYE/heCuGYaOBUsEmxkxmWEjokfRZYKknCTDienTzBp1bp4VhpWxLwTP09MSaJMaMksp0JgYFZ9Kbif16QQXwZjrlMM2CSzhfFmcCg8PR/3OOaURAjSwjV3N6K6YBoQsGmVLQh+IsvL5NmxfWr7tV9tVy7yeMooGN0gs6Qjy5QDd2hOmogihR6Rq/ozQHnxXl3PuatK04+c4T+wPn8AWJ2j2I=</latexit>

t
∗

= 0.684

<latexit sha1_base64="o3ISbaa3m8sEA+Qsl1HlezvYZnY=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBZBPIREitaDUPTisYL9gDSWzXbTLt1kw+5EKKE/w4sHRbz6a7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzAsSwTU4zrdVWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7By0tU0VZk0ohVScgmgkesyZwEKyTKEaiQLB2MLqd+u0npjSX8QOME+ZHZBDzkFMCRvLg8QxfY8e+qFV75YpjOzPgZeLmpIJyNHrlr25f0jRiMVBBtPZcJwE/Iwo4FWxS6qaaJYSOyIB5hsYkYtrPZidP8IlR+jiUylQMeKb+nshIpPU4CkxnRGCoF72p+J/npRDW/IzHSQospvNFYSowSDz9H/e5YhTE2BBCFTe3YjokilAwKZVMCO7iy8ukdW67Vfvqvlqp3+RxFNEROkanyEWXqI7uUAM1EUUSPaNX9GaB9WK9Wx/z1oKVzxyiP7A+fwBzLI9t</latexit>

hR̄
3
/Γ2

<latexit sha1_base64="/gXYHkK0ZeduLoZCe7hYgQVBJ/I=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16CRbBU01qQb0VPeixiv2AJi2T7bZdupuE3Y0QQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2Fmnh8xKpVtfxu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3z9w/aMowFpg0cMhC0fZBEkYD0lBUMdKOBAHuM9Lyx9dTv/VIhKRh8KCSiHgchgEdUAxKSz2zOHJ9EOn9pHt26t4A59Ct9MySXbZnsJaJk5ESylDvmV9uP8QxJ4HCDKTsOHakvBSEopiRScGNJYkAj2FIOpoGwIn00tnxE+tYK31rEApdgbJm6u+JFLiUCfd1Jwc1koveVPzP68RqcOGlNIhiRQI8XzSImaVCa5qE1aeCYMUSTQALqm+18AgEYKXzKugQnMWXl0mzUnaq5cu7aql2lcWRR4foCJ0gB52jGrpFddRAGCXoGb2iN+PJeDHejY95a87IZoroD4zPH9y5lEc=</latexit>

9.6

<latexit sha1_base64="y+Gp9lZAC+9Y4vgxwM5l88NoZyQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgadmVovZW9OKxov2AdinZNNuGZrNLkhXK0p/gxYMiXv1F3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjuNyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTcONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH80kYX5EhpKHnBJjpYeac9kvV1zHnQOvEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYphGThgqidddzE+NnRBlOBZuWeqlmCaFjMmRdSyWJmPaz+alTfGaVAQ5jZUsaPFd/T2Qk0noSBbYzImakl72Z+J/XTU147WdcJqlhki4WhanAJsazv/GAK0aNmFhCqOL2VkxHRBFqbDolG4K3/PIqaV04XtWp3Vcr9Zs8jiKcwCmcgwdXUIc7aEATKAzhGV7hDQn0gt7Rx6K1gPKZY/gD9PkDbKaNQQ==</latexit>

4.8

<latexit sha1_base64="G/xAAzAYfUUvN961wUOO1QHxw14=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CokUrLeiF48V7Qe0oWy203bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujed9O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4qeNUMWywWMSqHVKNgktsGG4EthOFNAoFtsLx7cxvPaHSPJaPZpJgENGh5APOqLHSQ8Wt9kplz/XmIKvEz0kZctR7pa9uP2ZphNIwQbXu+F5igowqw5nAabGbakwoG9MhdiyVNEIdZPNTp+TcKn0yiJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTazoiakV72ZuJ/Xic1g2qQcZmkBiVbLBqkgpiYzP4mfa6QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNh0ijYEf/nlVdK8dP2Ke31fKddu8jgKcApncAE+XEEN7qAODWAwhGd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wdoEI0+</latexit>

0

<latexit sha1_base64="2Fw0tYkoHQj8k1S+Z8AszaOALHo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjy2YGuhDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjto5TxbDFYhGrTkA1Ci6xZbgR2EkU0igQ+BCMb2f+wxMqzWN5byYJ+hEdSh5yRo2Vmm6/XHGr7hxklXg5qUCORr/81RvELI1QGiao1l3PTYyfUWU4Ezgt9VKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP1sfuiUnFllQMJY2ZKGzNXfExmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpZW8m/ud1UxNe+RmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2NRlwhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxEFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+S9kXVq1Wvm7VK/SaPowgncArn4MEl1OEOGtACBgjP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/fPmMwA==</latexit>

−4.8

<latexit sha1_base64="cyZhmAY2tAlA8MXIvB6QHzAmbw4=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyGRgvVW9OKxgrWFNpTNdtMu3d2E3Y1QQv+CFw+KePUPefPfuGlz0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305pbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4ePeo4VYS2Scxj1Q2xppxJ2jbMcNpNFMUi5LQTTm5zv/NElWaxfDDThAYCjySLGMEmly7qbmNQrXmuNwdaJX5BalCgNah+9YcxSQWVhnCsdc/3EhNkWBlGOJ1V+qmmCSYTPKI9SyUWVAfZ/NYZOrPKEEWxsiUNmqu/JzIstJ6K0HYKbMZ62cvF/7xeaqJGkDGZpIZKslgUpRyZGOWPoyFTlBg+tQQTxeytiIyxwsTYeCo2BH/55VXyeOn6dff6vl5r3hRxlOEETuEcfLiCJtxBC9pAYAzP8ApvjnBenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MH0bONdQ==</latexit>

−9.6

<latexit sha1_base64="5KbZRADM10w7K7O/i4kEoE+JAlE=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi8uuFLW3ohePFewHtEvJptk2NMkuSVYopX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKkKbJOax6oRYU84kbRpmOO0kimIRctoOx3eZ336iSrNYPppJQgOBh5JFjGCTSRc196pfrniuNwdaJX5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSQWVhnCsddf3EhNMsTKMcDor9VJNE0zGeEi7lkosqA6m81tn6MwqAxTFypY0aK7+nphiofVEhLZTYDPSy14m/ud1UxPdBFMmk9RQSRaLopQjE6PscTRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYG0/JhuAvv7xKWpeuX3VrD9VK/TaPowgncArn4MM11OEeGtAEAiN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/1kmNeA==</latexit>

t
∗

= 1.317

<latexit sha1_base64="HP7bbt3KCcn/9MivFGxFJxsuXYM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBZBPIREC9WDUPTisYL9gDSWzXbTLt1kw+5EKKE/w4sHRbz6a7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzAsSwTU4zrdVWFldW98obpa2tnd298r7By0tU0VZk0ohVScgmgkesyZwEKyTKEaiQLB2MLqd+u0npjSX8QOME+ZHZBDzkFMCRvLg8QxfY9e+cGu9csWxnRnwMnFzUkE5Gr3yV7cvaRqxGKggWnuuk4CfEQWcCjYpdVPNEkJHZMA8Q2MSMe1ns5Mn+MQofRxKZSoGPFN/T2Qk0nocBaYzIjDUi95U/M/zUggv/YzHSQospvNFYSowSDz9H/e5YhTE2BBCFTe3YjokilAwKZVMCO7iy8ukdW67Vfvqvlqp3+RxFNEROkanyEU1VEd3qIGaiCKJntErerPAerHerY95a8HKZw7RH1ifP2oLj2c=</latexit>

Figure 32: Isosurfaces of QR
4
/Γ2 = 323 at different times colored by helicity density for

trefoil knot (top), two-ring link (middle) and colliding rings (bottom) for rc=2 mm.

<latexit sha1_base64="hWf8fyvMCyBdWr4mlq2+24L0NgY=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSKIh5BosXoQil48VrAfkMay2W7apZts2J0IJfRnePGgiFd/jTf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuAbH+baWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLeflPLVFHWoFJI1Q6IZoLHrAEcBGsnipEoEKwVDG8nfuuJKc1l/ACjhPkR6cc85JSAkTx4PMXX+NyuVC+6pbJjO1PgReLmpIxy1Lulr05P0jRiMVBBtPZcJwE/Iwo4FWxc7KSaJYQOSZ95hsYkYtrPpieP8bFRejiUylQMeKr+nshIpPUoCkxnRGCg572J+J/npRBe+hmPkxRYTGeLwlRgkHjyP+5xxSiIkSGEKm5uxXRAFKFgUiqaENz5lxdJ88x2K/bVfaVcu8njKKBDdIROkIuqqIbuUB01EEUSPaNX9GaB9WK9Wx+z1iUrnzlAf2B9/gB2O49v</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="hWf8fyvMCyBdWr4mlq2+24L0NgY=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSKIh5BosXoQil48VrAfkMay2W7apZts2J0IJfRnePGgiFd/jTf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuAbH+baWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLeflPLVFHWoFJI1Q6IZoLHrAEcBGsnipEoEKwVDG8nfuuJKc1l/ACjhPkR6cc85JSAkTx4PMXX+NyuVC+6pbJjO1PgReLmpIxy1Lulr05P0jRiMVBBtPZcJwE/Iwo4FWxc7KSaJYQOSZ95hsYkYtrPpieP8bFRejiUylQMeKr+nshIpPUoCkxnRGCg572J+J/npRBe+hmPkxRYTGeLwlRgkHjyP+5xxSiIkSGEKm5uxXRAFKFgUiqaENz5lxdJ88x2K/bVfaVcu8njKKBDdIROkIuqqIbuUB01EEUSPaNX9GaB9WK9Wx+z1iUrnzlAf2B9/gB2O49v</latexit>

X

Z

Y

t
∗

= 3.055

<latexit sha1_base64="Ljm6RM+nsg5oX1yiiYx+A7IxOKg=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSKIh5Boi3oQil48VrAfkMay2W7apZts2J0IJfRnePGgiFd/jTf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuAbH+baWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLeflPLVFHWoFJI1Q6IZoLHrAEcBGsnipEoEKwVDG8nfuuJKc1l/ACjhPkR6cc85JSAkTx4PMXX+Nx2qtVuqezYzhR4kbg5KaMc9W7pq9OTNI1YDFQQrT3XScDPiAJOBRsXO6lmCaFD0meeoTGJmPaz6cljfGyUHg6lMhUDnqq/JzISaT2KAtMZERjoeW8i/ud5KYSXfsbjJAUW09miMBUYJJ78j3tcMQpiZAihiptbMR0QRSiYlIomBHf+5UXSPLPdin11XynXbvI4CugQHaET5KILVEN3qI4aiCKJntErerPAerHerY9Z65KVzxygP7A+fwBrlY9o</latexit>

Figure 34: Isosurfaces of super-
helicity −sR̄5/Γ2=±2730 (red and
blue) at t∗ = 3.055.

Figure 35 shows the global helicity statistics for
the knot cases and the link cases. All of them shows
a period of drastic change in helicity, which desig-
nate the process of reconnections. It also shows that
the vortex core thickness affects the the helicity dy-
namics significantly. With thinner vortex core, the
reconnection happens and finishes in a faster fashion,
corresponding to a steeper slope in the global helicity
statistics. In contrast, thicker vortex core (indicating
weaker vortex strength) results in flatter change in
helicity.

Comparison between the knot and link with the
reconnection with trivial topology (i.e. colliding
rings) change shows significant difference, as shown in
Figure 33. It is clear that the drastic helicity change

only happens in reconnections of non-trivial vortex topologies, and no change (as shown by
the black line in Figure 33) for reconnections without topology changing. This suggests that
the helicity ‘jump’ is not a necessary product of vortex line reconnections, but is a direct
result of topology change.

Furthermore, the super-helicity structure in petal form in a realistic vortex reconnection
event discussed in the previous section are depicted in Figure 36 (a). When vortex line
reconnection is happening, the anti-parallel vortex tubes are highly compressed, resulting in
extremely thin and symmetrical petal structures. Figure 36 (b) shows the helicity density
structure in the trefoil knot with rc=2 mm. Unlike super-helicity structure, the helicity
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Figure 35: Total helicity H for trefoil knot (subplots a in blue) and two-ring link (subplots
b in purple) with different core sizes rc. Vertical dashed bars are the time t1 when circulation
transfer is 50% complete. Lines depicted as dotted, dashed and solid indicate progressive grid
refinement.
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Figure 36: Iso-surface of vorticity magnitude ω = 34.17Γ/R̄2 for the trefoil knot shown
as transparent grey: (a) colored isosurfaces of super-helicity −sR̄5/Γ2=±8210; (b) colored
isosurfaces of helicity density hR̄3/Γ2=±9.6. Red and blue are for positive and negative
values, respectively.

structure is not necessarily symmetrical, depending on the evolution of particular vortex
structure. The asymmetry of the helicity structure determines the resulting change in helicity
in reconnection events, as the theoretical model indicates, the local helicity content carried
by the anti-parallel structure is annihilated rapidly during reconnection.

The four-element mechanistic model described in the previous section also indicates that
in a reconnection event, the helicity change, or super-helicity, is concentrated at the the posi-
tion of ‘bridge’, which is the spot where the vortex filaments switch to the direction transverse
to the anti-parallel vortex tubes. This can be visualized by a volumetric-filtered iso-surface
of super-helicity (Figure 34) for the trefoil knotted vortex case. With the correlation Eq. 8
indicated by the four-element mechanistic model, the magnitude of helicity ‘jump’ through
the reconnection event can be inferred. Eq. 8 is suggesting that the annihilated helicity is
the amount of helicity carried by the pre-reconnection anti-parallel structure. Figure 9 shows
the inference of helicity ‘jump’ magnitude for a two-ring link case and a trefoil knot case,
indicating the model provides a decent estimate on this magnitude of helicity change.
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Figure 37: The progression of the circula-
tion transfer (blue) and helicity change (red)
of trefoil knot with rc = 2 mm at ReΓ=2,000
(—) and 6,000 (– –). t1 is the time Γt/Γ=0.5
for each case.

Note this explanation does not account
for the turbulent cascade reconnections at
higher Reynolds numbers, with successive
secondary reconnections and spurious small-
scale vortex bursting, which will add more
complexity to the helicity annihilation pro-
cess. Figure 37 in fact shows that the syn-
chronization process between the circulation
transfer and the helicity ramp is disturbed
by fluctuations for the trefoil case with rc=2
mm at the higher Re ReΓ=6,000. Neverthe-
less, as shown by the results in this paper,
the suggested model provides a robust expla-
nation for global dynamics of helicity change
through the unknotting/unlinking events.

Challenges
The first major challenge is that even with adaptive mesh refinement, the highest Reynolds

number attainable by DNS is still limited. For example, in the DNS attempt to simulate the
evolution of the trefoil knotted vortex, the highest Reynolds number resolved with affordable
computational cost (i.e. less than 3 million CPU-hours) is only about ReΓ = 6000, which
is considered as an intermediate Reynolds number case. Whereas vortex reconnections will
exhibit fully turbulent features (called fully cascade reconnection) when ReΓ is greater than
≈10000. This challenge is given by the fact that the simulation of topological vortex dy-
namics resolves from the largest coherent scale to the smallest Kolmogorov scale. Although
AMR manages to spend computational resources more efficiently on the finest scales, still
the cost of all scales increases exponentially with increased Reynolds number.

This challenge can be targeted with two approaches: first is to seek for the combination
of the best of both worlds: LES and AMR-DNS, which are the two major accomplishment
in this work. The subgrid scale model of LES approach has its scale-dependence nature,
which can be leveraged to its best with the help of AMR. An AMR-LES framework can
be engineered to target more complicated flow problem at even higher Reynolds number,
and such a model could be formulated with both physics-based and data-based approach.
The second approach is to optimize the CFD code to be much more efficient in large-scale
super-computing environments, utilizing the latest fruits from Computer Science, including
CPU programming, hybrid OpenMP-MPI programming, etc.

The second major challenge is that the understanding on the fundamental physics of
the vortex and helicity dynamics in complicated vortex flows is still lacking. This includes
the hand-shaking between classic theories – including stability theory, helicity conservation
and conversion theory – with complicated vortex flows in practical situations, where vortex
structures break down and transition to turbulence under non-linear instability, or interact in
a complex vortex system and with solid wall and discontinuities (shock, material interfaces,
etc). In the following section, some of the future directions will be inspired by this challenge.
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Future Outlook

Stability Study of Trailing Vortices

Figure 38: Eigen-spectra and corresponding eigenvectors for the
three modal responses with the highest growth rate.

The advances made
through the develop-
ment of AMR capa-
bilities in the VAM-
PIRE code allow for
a sweeping array of
areas to be studied.
One of which is the
study of the stabil-
ity, and breakdown
dynamics, of trailing
vortices. Leveraging
the AMR capabilities of VAMPIRE, the CFA Lab has already begun studying the turbulent
characteristics of theses vortices. With targeted mesh refinement primary and secondary in-
stabilities can be resolved. This work also delves into the area of topological fluid mechanics
to build upon previous work in the area of helicity dynamics [63]. This line of research has
obvious applications in high-traffic take-off and landing zones for military aircraft.

Figure 39: Turbulent breakdown of topologically defined
trailing vortex.

The study of vortices from
a topological perspective allows
for greater levels of abstraction.
By describing the geometry of
structures within vorticies – and
hence turubulent structures –
one can calculate and observe
the temporal evolution of global
quantities. For instance, from
a geometric perspective, helic-
ity, H, is the sum of writhe,
and twist. The writhe affect-
ing most obviously the shape
and possible auto-inductance of
the vortex, where the twist is
not-so-intuitively directly corre-
lated to the axial velocity. An
open question in this field is
to relate some topological quan-
tity to Reynolds stresses and the
overall stability of the vortex.
To answer this question a com-

bination of numerical linear stability and DNS calculations using VAMPIRE will be used.
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Explicit Filtering and Extension of CvP-LES
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Figure 40: The transfer function of three
different filters used to implement the explicitly-
filtered Navier-Stokes equations.

In the other branch of research, devel-
opment of novel LES methods for high
Reynolds number flows, detailed and care-
ful numerical advances are underway. In
particular the addition of explicit-filtering
capabilities in combination with the CvP-
LES technology developed by Chapelier [4].
Explicit-filtering allows for the user to re-
fine the mesh while still maintaining control
over the spectral content of the solution.
Figure 40 illustrates the how the family of
filters adopted damp wavenumbers beyond
a desired range. The filters commute with
all other derivative and interpolation operators up to a desired order of accuracy. Fur-
ther development of these filters will involve casting the filters into Padé pseudo-spectral
operators.

Figure 41: Spectral content of explicitly-filtered LES
of a Taylor-Green Vortex at a timestep with a wide range
of active length-scales.

The implementation of explicit-
filtering allows for great control
over the range of spectral con-
tent along with a ”cleaning” of
the solution. Where error would
normally accumulate in the high-
wavenumber range due to aliasing
error, explicit-filtering removes this
error from the spectral range of in-
terest to the researcher. Figure 41
illustrates two key concepts. The
first is the clear downturn of spec-
tral content of the solution after it
has reached the cutoff wavenumber
– depicted in Figure 41 as the ver-
tical red line. The second is the ad-
vantage that the CvP-LES method
gives. Especially clear is the gap

between the classic Smagorinsky model and the CvP-LES correction at high-wavenumbers.
This difference occurs at a critical time when energy is being transferred from the large to
small scales. The CvP correction allows this energy transfer without the erroneous addition
of SGS dissipation.

Furthermore, next steps for the evolution of the CvP-LES method – developed under this
grant – include an extension to consider the effects of compressible flow. This new technology,
when implemented in trans/supersonic flows could even be used for shock capturing.
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